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F28M35 general purpose 
control board 

OVERVIEW 
The CDA01-CU3 is a general purpose control board 
based on the F28M35 Concerto microcontroller from 
Texas Instruments for control and automation applica-
tions, and allows you to implement complex control algo-
rithms in any converter typology. 

The Concerto family is a multicore system-on-chip micro-
controller unit (MCU) with independent communication 
and real-time control subsystems.  

The board has been designed to use all the F28M35 ca-
pabilities. It can also be directly interfaced with up to 
three teknoCEA's PCO-10T800, 10 kVA three-phase 
power converters. For further information, refer to 
teknoCEA's website. 

It includes all the necessary hardware, such as ADC, 
PWM, communications and digital I/O for power         
converter control applications. It can be programmed and 
real-time debugged using CCS and a JTAG interface, 
also included in the pack. 

Because of its Ethernet connectivity, it can be directly 
used in Smart Grid applications. 

This solution will speed-up your projects in the prototype 
designing and construction phases. Its unique included 
features make it the best choice in power converter appli-
cations research. 

CDA01-CU3 

Main features 

 Texas Instruments F28M35 
DSP 

 Directly connect up to three 
PCO-10T800 power convert-
ers 

 20 ADC inputs (12 bit) 

 4 DAC outputs (12 bit) 

 14 PWM outputs + 3 error 
inputs 

 Fiber optic PWM sync I/O 

 8 isolated digital inputs 

 8 isolated digital outputs 

 Bridged and isolated RS-485 
and CAN 

 USB and Ethernet ports 

 RTC, EEPROM and microSD 

 JTAG interface emulator 
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CDA01-CU3 control board general view 

Applications    
and usage 

 Able to run complex power con-
verter control algorithms 

 Smart Grid applications 

 DC/DC interleaved or DC/AC 
converters 

 Three phase, four wire applica-
tions 

 Multiphase motors 

 PTP Ethernet converter syn-
chronization 

Control board 
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Contact Us 
Give us a call for more   
information about our   
products and services 

Tecnologies de Control de l’Electricitat i 
Automatització, S.L. 
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FEATURES 

The F28M35 control board has been designed to use all the 
features and capabilities of the F28M35 Concerto microcon-
troller. 

The board can be programmed by using CCS IDE from Texas 
Instruments and the CDA03-JTAG2 isolated real-time pro-
gramming and debugging interface.  

The board is powered by a unique 24 V—3 A power supply 
(not included). All other voltages needed inside the board are      
generated internally. 

ADC inputs can be configured to be either unipolar or bipolar, 
with different input voltage ranges. They are buffered and fil-
tered with a second order low-pass filter. PWM outputs are 
also buffered. In order to give more flexibility, dead-times are 
left to be controlled using the internal dead-time generator; be-
sides, PWM desaturation control for output protection must be         
implemented by software within the microcontroller using the 
Trip function. The PWM block includes the capability to sync 
different PWM microprocessors by a fiber-optic link. 

Some other features included: Ethernet PTP, USB, RS-485 
and CAN. microSD card for data-logging, 256 kbits of 
EEPROM for internal parameters storage, and a real-time 
clock for time dependent activities. The board also includes a 
4-channel DAC. External digital inputs and outputs are also 
available. 

TYPICAL CONFIGURATION 

The CDA01-CU3 is designed to directly fit in the PCO-10T800 
10 kVA three phase converter, that includes all the necessary 
hardware to implement any power electronics system. AC-AC 
back-to-back, four wire AC interface and DC/DC interleaved 
typologies can easily be implemented. For further information 
on the power converter refer to the teknoCEA website. It can 
be programmed using visual programming tools as MATLAB/
Simulink. Software libraries, programing examples, tutorials 
and further information are available from teknoCEA. 

It is a ready to use control card, simplifying the design and 
construction of research and development systems. 

CDA01-CU3 and PCO-10T800, 10 kVA three phase converter 
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